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With comprehensive instruction, plenty of artist tips and tricks, and beautiful artwork to inspire,

Oil & Acrylic: Flowers is the perfect resource for any aspiring painter.Award-winning artist

Marcia Baldwin teaches aspiring artists how to paint stunning floral scenes in Oil & Acrylic:

Flowers. Inside, find information about the painting tools and materials you need to get started,

as well as painting techniques specific to creating beautiful flower portraits and arrangements

that burst with vibrant color. In this 10.25 × 13.75–inch book, learn about color theory, working

from photographs, beginning with sketches, applying an underpainting, taking artistic liberties,

enhancing backgrounds, and creating texture.With each step-by-step project focusing on a

specific technique, learn to paint six beautiful flowers. Throughout the book, artist Marcia

Baldwin demonstrates how the principles and elements of art and design can be explored and

experienced when painting flowers. She also shares her tips for creating an underpainting and

arranging compelling compositions. With Oil & Acrylic: Flowers, you’re just steps away from

becoming a master in painting beautiful flowers!Designed for beginners, the How to Draw &

Paint series offers easy-to-follow guides that introduce artists to basic tools and materials and

includes simple step-by-step lessons for a variety of projects suitable for the aspiring artist.

With comprehensive instruction, plenty of artist tips and tricks, and beautiful artwork to inspire,

Oil & Acrylic: Flowers is the perfect resource for any aspiring painter.

About the AuthorMarcia Baldwin is a professional artist in Florida who specializes in vibrant oil

paintings. After many years working in and around art—making a living as an advertising

designer, art teacher, art consultant, photographic artisan, and many other niches—

Marcia opened her own art studio dedicated to fine art. Formally trained in art, she has earned

both a BFA and an MFA.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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FLOWERSWith this book, I hope to demonstrate how the principles and elements of art and

design can be explored and experienced when painting flowers in oil and acrylic. Oil paints—

and the thrill of applying them from palette to brush to canvas—has captivated and inspired me

since I was 12 years old. Over the past 38 years, my style has grown from realistic to

contemporary, but the range of tones and hues, color theory, and mixing continues to pique my

interest to this day. Every new painting is an adventure from which I learn something new and

exciting. I hope my paintings portray the joy and excitement of everyday life.—Marcia

BaldwinCONTENTSTools & MaterialsPainting TechniquesColor BasicsWorking from

PhotosWorking from SketchesApplying an UnderpaintingTaking Artistic LibertiesCreating

TextureEnhancing BackgroundsTOOLS & MATERIALSOil and acrylic are among the most

popular mediums today for their versatility and approachability. All of the projects featured in

this book can be rendered using oil and acrylic. I especially love painting in oil, but it’s all a

matter of personal preference.PaintsThe main difference between oil and acrylic—aside from

one being oil-based and the other water-based—is that acrylic dries much faster than oil,

making it easier to paint over mistakes. Oil, however, has more pigment and renders richer

colors. Both types of paint are available in two grades. “Artist grade” is the highest quality and

contains the most pigment, whereas “student grade” is less expensive and contains more

filler.Oil PastelsOil pastels, which provide pigment in the form of individual oil crayons, are

useful for creating lines, blending colors, and adding texture. You can use oil pastels to “draw”

your subject over your underpainting, but you can just as easily use oil paint and a round brush

to achieve the same effect.PaintbrushesBrushes vary greatly in size, shape, and texture.

Natural-hair brushes, as opposed to synthetic, work best for oil painting. There are four main

brush shapes: round, filbert, flat, and bright. Round brushes taper to a thin point and are good

for detail work and fine lines. Filbert brushes are slightly flattened with long bristles, making

them good for blocking in large areas and rounding our forms. Flat brushes can hold a lot of

paint and are great for creating corners. Bright brushes are similar to flat brushes, but allow for

more control.TIPVarnishes are used to protect your painting. Spray-on varnish temporarily sets

the paint, and brush-on varnish permanently protects your work.PaletteWhatever type of

palette you choose—glass, wood, plastic, or paper—make sure it is easy to clean and large

enough for mixing your colors. Glass is a great surface for mixing paints and is very durable.

Palette paper is disposable, so cleanup is simple, and you can always purchase an airtight

plastic box (or paint seal) to keep your leftover paint fresh between painting sessions.Palette

KnivesPalette knives are mainly used for mixing colors on your palette, but some can also be

used for applying paint to your canvas or creating texture in your work.SupportsThe surface on

which you paint is called the “support”—generally canvas or wood. You can stretch canvas

yourself, but it’s simpler to purchase prestretched, preprimed canvas (stapled to a frame) or

canvas board (canvas glued to cardboard). If you choose to work with wood or any other

porous material, apply a primer first to seal the surface so that the oil paints adhere to the

support instead of soaking through.Mediums & SolventsThere is a variety of mediums

available for paint. Different mediums can be used to thicken or thin paint, speed up drying

time, etc. Solvents such as turpentine can also be used to thin oil paint or wipe it from the

canvas. You will need turpentine to clean oil paint from your brushes. Once the paint has been

removed, you can use brush soap and warm water—never hot—to remove any residual paint.

When painting with acrylic, use soap and water to remove residual paint from the brush.

Reshape the bristles and lay flat to dry. Never store brushes bristle-side down. Turpentine and



mineral spirits are toxic, so take precautions when using these products. Wear gloves and work

in a well-ventilated area.PAINTING TECHNIQUESThere are endless ways to apply and

manipulate oil and acrylic paint. Once you get the basics down, you’ll be able to decide which

techniques work best for each of your subjects. As you paint, it’s a good idea to get in the habit

of spicing up your art with multiple techniques, which will help keep your painting process from

becoming too repetitive or formulaic.Flat Wash A flat wash is used to quickly cover large areas

with solid color. Load a large flat brush with your diluted paint. Tilt the paper as you lightly

sweep overlapping, horizontal strokes across the page. Gravity will help blend the strokes

together.Drybrushing To create coarse, irregular strokes, load a brush with paint and wipe off

any excess with a paper towel. Then lightly drag the brush over your surface.Wet-into-Wet

Apply one color next to another color that is still wet. Then blend the two colors by lightly

stroking over the area where they meet. Use your brush to soften the edge, producing a

smooth transition.Graded Wash Tilt the support and paint horizontal strokes across the top as

you did for a flat wash. But this time, add more water or thinner to your brush before each new

stroke. The color will gradually fade out.Impasto To create this rich, buttery texture, use short,

quick strokes to apply very thick paint to your support. Don’t overwork the paint—just dab it on

so you don’t flatten it out.Dabbing For soft dabs of built-up color, generously load the tip of your

brush with paint and dot color on in a jabbing motion. Layering several different hues adds

fullness and dimension.TIPA wash is a thin mixture of paint that has been diluted. For thin oil

washes, use turpentine; for thick oil washes, use linseed oil; and for acrylic washes, use water.
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Ginger, “a little hard for a beginner. not what I really wanted not the kind of flowers I wanted

and not enough  expected more for the money”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I love this book!. Easy instructions to follow, can't wait to make art.”

Ms z a harrisdansie, “Excellent collection for the absolute beginner.. ”

Xiu Yan, “It’s OK. In the book, It only contains five different kinds of flowers. Although the

flowers are very pretty.”

The book by Annette Kowalski has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 150 people have provided feedback.
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